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Local Action Toolkit - Methodology 

Working with local communities to enhance the value of natural capital in our towns, cities and 

other urban spaces to improve people’s lives, the environment and economic prosperity. 

Introduction  

Defra’s Local Action Project aims to work with local communities to enhance the value of natural 

capital in our towns, cities and other urban spaces to improve people’s lives, the environment and 

economic prosperity. It is taking a partnership approach that will enable local communities and civil 

society groups to discover their vision for where they live and to help them to form effective 

stakeholder-partnerships that can realise this.  

The project will assist in meeting the requirement of Defra’s 25-Year plan to help individuals and 

organisations to understand the economic, social and cultural value of nature, the impact that their 

actions have on it, and to use this knowledge to make better decisions and facilitate the design of 

sustainable financing models.  

The Local Action Project is providing research and development outputs that presents robust data, 

evidence and information on the benefits of green infrastructure and natural capital along with a 

method that helps communities build consensus, facilitate local decision-making and secure funding 

for natural capital improvements.  

The Local Action Project is being funded by Defra (project number: WT1580) and is running from 

March 2015 to April 2016. The project is being led by the Westcountry Rivers Trust who have 

extensive experience of evaluating ecosystem services and working in partnership with a variety of 

stakeholders. The Project Board contains members from Defra, the Environment Agency, Natural 

England, Natural Resources Wales and Imperial College London.  

Project Outputs  

The Local Action Plan Project will produce the following outputs:  

1 Method for assessing opportunities to enhance or create new ecosystem services in urban areas  

2 Toolbox of interventions to enhance/increase ecosystem services provision in urban areas 

3 Cost-benefit assessment of the benefits and impacts of those interventions 

4 Series of case studies piloting the mapping and cost-benefit tools, plus lessons learnt report 

5 Suite of communication & visualisation tools and a database of good practice examples. 

Opportunities Assessment Method  

In order to develop a method that can identify the opportunities to enhance ecosystem services in 

urban areas a series of indicators covering the economic, social, cultural and environmental benefits 

provided by natural capital and green infrastructure were developed. These indicators are based on 

freely available data and information so that they can be generated for any location within the UK.  

Economic indicators include: 1) property values, which have been demonstrated to correlate closely to 

the aesthetics and quality of an urban landscape, and 2) flood damage costs, which is calculated using 
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the Environment Agency’s NaFRA methodology and used as an economic metric of the costs 

associated with remediation and repair after a flood. 

Social metrics used include; 1) access to greenspace, which is calculated as the proportion of people in 

a community within 10 mins (600m) walk of an accessible greenspace; 2) air quality, using modelled 

mean background concentration of PM10 obtained from the Defra Air Quality Information Resource; 

3) flood risk from rivers and sea, and 4) surface water flood risk. Living at risk of flooding can have 

severe effects on the health and emotional wellbeing of people and each of these risk indicators is 

determined from the number of people living at risk of flooding. 

Cultural indicators used include: 1) aesthetic value, generated using the concentration of geo-tagged 

photos on the social media site Flickr, and 2) the provision of cultural services such as clubs and 

societies associated with open space and natural resources.  

Environmental indicators include 1) water quality, measured by the number of ‘urban’ Reason for Not 

Achieving Good Status under the Water Framework Directive classification; 2) water availability, 

according to the EA’s Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies; 3) wildlife habitat availability, 

measured by the percentage land cover that comprises of priority habitats, and 4) local climate 

regulation (or urban heat island effect), measured using Landsat 8 thermal imaging data collected in 

the summer months. 

It should be stressed that whilst these metrics have been developed by the Local Action Project so far, 

work should always be done with input from local groups so that the final metrics reflect the values of 

local communities.  

All of the metrics are presented in a wheel enable easy comparison between the differing metrics 

(fig.1) and between different areas.  

 

Figure1: Presentation of the metrics used to describe the economic, social, cultural and environmental benefits provided by natural capital 

and green infrastructure in an urban area. 
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Presenting information in this way can help to identify areas that could benefit the most from 

increased or improved environmental infrastructure and also what types of interventions are 

appropriate to meet those needs. High resolution hydrological and suitability analyses, along with the 

identification of areas of opportunity, such as potential development sites can then be used to identify 

candidate sites for specific interventions.  

Demonstration Areas 

The approach developed under the Local Action Project is being trialled in four pilot areas: Leicester, 

Newton Abbot, Manchester and Thames Estuary. In each of these areas work is being done with 

catchment partnerships and local decision makers to provide feedback and refine the approach.  

The current benefits provided by natural capital and green infrastructure have been analysed using 

the metrics developed for each ward level or super output areas within the pilots. These have been 

are represented geographically so that the levels of service provision throughout the area can be 

compared (figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: The levels of economic, social, cultural and environmental benefits provided by green infrastructure in each MSOA in the City of 

Leicester.  

Work within the pilot areas has demonstrated that the approach is easily understood by non-technical 

audiences, engages stakeholders and facilitates conversations around levels of green infrastructure 

and opportunities for enhancement.  

Intervention Toolbox and Cost-Benefit Assessment  

A toolbox of interventions that can be used to enhance service provision in urban environments has 

also been compiled. These fact sheets provide information regarding restoration/regeneration 
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methods, green infrastructure, sustainable urban drainage schemes, and retrofit and greening actions, 

along with aspects that increase functionality, e.g. increased amenity or access.  

For each of these interventions, cost and benefits information and feasibility criteria has been 

provided. These are being used along with the opportunities maps to create action plans for the 

improvement of green infrastructure in each of the pilot areas.  

Communication Outputs  

Effective communication will be key to the engagement of stakeholders and so the project has also 

worked to develop a suite of clear, engaging and effective communication outputs carefully designed 

and tailored to the needs and prior knowledge of a variety of key audiences.  

As an example of this, the image below has been created to give an artist’s impression of what a 

“good” urban area incorporating green infrastructure would look like as opposed to a “bad” urban 

area with little green infrastructure provision. An interactive annotated version will be produced which 

can be used to engage partners and encourage interest in local action planning.  

 

 

Find Out More 

More information can be found at the project website http://urbanwater-eco.services/  

Or please contact Alex Collins (Alexandra.Collins@Imperial.ac.uk), Nick Paling (nick@wrt.org.uk) or 

Ashley Holt (Ashley.Holt@Defra.gsi.gov.uk) to find out more.  

  

http://urbanwater-eco.services/
mailto:Alexandra.Collins@Imperial.ac.uk
mailto:nick@wrt.org.uk
mailto:Ashley.Holt@Defra.gsi.gov.uk
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Background 

This report describes the methodology used for the mapping element of the Defra-funded Local Action 

Project (LAP), which was carried out between March 2015 and March 2016.  The aim of the project 

was to provide a range of tools and outputs that would support local communities to assess the 

current distribution and condition of natural infrastructure in an urban area and to assess the benefits 

that it provides.  The outputs enable local groups to investigate which parts of the city are 

experiencing a lack of ecosystem services and to identify areas that are most suitable for interventions 

to enhance them. 

More details about the project can be found at http://urbanwater-eco.services/ 

How to use this document 

This document guides the user through the process of producing the maps that are presented in the 

Local Action Project evidence reviews. The method involves a number of different spatial analysis 

techniques, which are primarily carried out using GIS software*. It is assumed that the user has 

considerable experience using GIS software and hence the descriptions given for each step broadly 

define the process taken and not individual actions. 

The document is divided into five chapters (listed on the next page), mirroring the format of the 

evidence reviews. The data sources for each of the maps are documented throughout, in the 

appropriate sections. However, it should be noted that there are many alternatives to the datasets 

described and higher resolution datasets may be available for some urban areas through local 

contacts. Investigation should be carried out prior to initiating the mapping process, in order to 

optimise the accuracy and relevance of the outputs produced. Where the data source is described as 

‘CaBA Data Package’, you should contact your local river catchment partnership for more information 

(see http://catchmentbasedapproach.org/). 

The user should define the boundary of the urban area before carrying out the steps described in this 

document. It is useful to clip datasets to the urban boundary before analysis, in order to increase the 

speed of data processing. When defining the urban boundary, you should consider the purpose of the 

outputs and the audience with whom they will be shared. The data and maps will display differently 

depending on the scale of the selected area. The user should also consider what type of spatial unit 

will be used for the benefits assessment (see comments on p. 16), as this will likely affect the urban 

boundary. 

Finally, it is useful to note that the method described is flexible and can be modified to accommodate 

different datasets or techniques that may be more appropriate in certain local situations. The user is 

encouraged to explore different ways of analysing and displaying the datasets for their local 

catchment. 

 

*ArcMap was used for the LAP project; however open source alternatives such as QGSIS would also be suitable.  

http://urbanwater-eco.services/
http://catchmentbasedapproach.org/
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Chapters 

1. City Overview 

2. Current Natural Infrastructure 

3. Priority Areas and Drivers 

4. Baseline Benefits of Natural Infrastructure 

5. Opportunity and Feasibility for Interventions 

 

Acronyms 

AQMA - Air Quality Management Area 

CEH - Centre for Ecology ad Hydrology 

DEM - Digital Elevation Model 

DTM - Digital Terrain Model 

EA - Environment Agency 

FC - Forestry Commission 

GIS - Geographic Information System 

LAP - Local Action Project 

LSOA - Lower Super Output Area 

NT - National Trust 

NE - Natural England 

NGO - Non-Governmental Organisation 

ONS - Office for National Statistics 

OS - Ordnance Survey 

PROW - Public Rights of Way 

RNAG - Reason for Not Achieving Good Status 

TEP - Thames Estuary Partnership 

NIRS - National Incident Reporting System 

USGS - United States Geological Survey  
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City Overview 

A series of overview maps are created to 

introduce the viewer to a number of different 

aspects of the city, such as social demographics, 

land cover and transport infrastructure. 

Once the scale and layout of the map is decided 

upon, a few key datasets are selected and 

applied to all the city maps in order to provide 

structure and orientation for the viewer.  These 

include roads, railways, rivers and place names. 

City infrastructure – this is an overview map, 

whose purpose is to introduce viewers to the 

study area boundary and highlight key 

infrastructure, including settlements, roads, 

rivers and points of interest. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Buildings VectorMap District - Building Ordnance Survey Open data via OS OpenData 
Supply 

Roads VectorMap District - Road Ordnance Survey Open data via OS OpenData 
Supply 

Railways VectorMap District - Railway Track Ordnance Survey Open data via OS OpenData 
Supply 

Rivers Detailed River Network CEH Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Lakes MasterMap (desgroup = Inland 
Water) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Domestic gardens MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and desterm = Multi Surface) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Natural 
environment 

MasterMap (desgroup = Natural 
Environment) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

General manmade 
surface 

MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and make = Manmade) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

General natural 
surface 

MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and make = Natural) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Points of interest - Manually located and 
digitised 

- 

 

Administrative boundaries – this map shows the boundaries of administrative areas such as wards, 

Lower or Middle Super Output areas and local authorities, depending on map scale. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Wards BoundaryLine Ordnance Survey Open data via OS OpenData 
Supply 

Lower Super 
Output Areas 

Lower Super Output Areas 2011 
Boundaries 

Office for National 
Statistics 

Open data via DATA.GOV.UK 

Middle Super 
Output Areas 

VectorMap District - Railway Track Ordnance Survey Open data via OS OpenData 
Supply 

Local Authorities Detailed River Network CEH Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Fig. 1 City infrastructure map for the TEP focus area 
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Local river catchment – this map highlights the location of 

the study area, in relation to the local river catchment. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Study site 
boundary 

- Manually 
produced 

- 

Rivers Open Rivers Ordnance 
Survey 

Open data via OS 
OpenData Supply 

Urban areas Strategi - 
Urban Region 

Ordnance 
Survey 

Open data via OS 
OpenData Supply 

Digital 
Elevation 
Model 

Terrain50 Ordnance 
Survey 

Open data via OS 
OpenData Supply 

Hillshade Derived from 
OS Terrain50 

Manually 
produced 

- 

 

 

Local River Basin District – this map highlights the location 

of the study area related to the local River Basin District. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Study site 
boundary 

- Manually 
produced 

- 

Rivers Open Rivers Ordnance 
Survey 

Open data via OS 
OpenData Supply 

River Basin 
District 

River Basin 
District 
Management 
Catchments 

Environment 
Agency 

Available from EA 
DataShare 

GB 
boundary 

BoundaryLine 
- High water 
polyline 

Ordnance 
Survey 

Open data via OS 
OpenData Supply 

Coastal 
water 
polygon 

- Manually 
produced 

- 

 

 

Population – this map shows population density by 

Census Output Area (COA). 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Population Population 
density 

2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Census 
Output 
Area 

Census 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

  

Fig. 3 River Basin District map for the Leicester 
study area 

Fig. 4 Population density for the Thames Estuary 
Partnership (TEP) focus area 

Fig. 2 River Basin District map for the Leicester 
study area 
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Ethnic group – this map shows the proportion and 

number of different ethnic groups across the urban 

area, by ward. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Ethnic 
group 

Ethnic group 2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Ward Ward 2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

 

Social deprivation – this map highlights areas of the city 

that are most or least deprived according to the national 

Index of Multiple Deprivation.  The units are Lower Super 

Output Areas (LSOAs) and they are symbolised using a 

national scale. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Social 
deprivation 

2015 Index of 
Multiple 
Deprivation 

Department 
for 
Communities 
and Local 
Government 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

Lower 
Super 
Output 
Areas 

Lower Super 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

 

Religion – this map shows the proportion and number 

of different religious groups across the urban area, by 

ward. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Religious 
group 

Religious 
group 

2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Ward Ward 2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

  

Fig. 5 Ethnic group diversity and distribution in Leicester 

Fig. 6 Index of Multiple Deprivation values for the TEP 
focus area 

Fig. 7 Religious group diversity and distribution in 
Manchester 
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Current Natural Infrastructure 

This chapter focuses on highlighting the wide 

range of natural infrastructure that is present 

in the urban area.  While it only requires one 

map to do this, it is important that the 

datasets are displayed clearly so that the 

different types can be distinguished.  

Supporting maps at a larger-scale may be 

useful to emphasise the presence of smaller 

features, such as amenity grassland and 

pocket parks. 

The availability of green infrastructure 

datasets varies greatly between cities.  Some 

Local Councils hold digitised PPG17 datasets, 

which are useful for this step. 

Current distribution of natural infrastructure – this map highlights the distribution of natural 

infrastructure across the urban area.  The type and quality of the data varies for each urban area, 

depending on access and availability. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Rivers Detailed River Network CEH Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Lakes MasterMap (desgroup = Inland 
Water) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Natural 
environment 

MasterMap (desgroup = Natural 
Environment) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Domestic gardens MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and desterm = Multi Surface) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

General natural 
surface 

MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and make = Natural) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Green belt Green Belt Boundaries Department for 
Communities and 
Local Government 

Open data via DATA.GOV.UK 

Green wedges Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas. 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Parks Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Playing fields Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Accessible 
woodland 

Woods for People – Accessible 
Woodlands 

The Woodland Trust Available upon request from 
owner, with some usage 
constraints 

Millennium greens Millennium Greens Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Allotments Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Amenity grassland Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Other green 
infrastructure 

Local datasets – may not exist for all 
urban areas 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

*An alternative method for identifying this feature is to use MasterMap Cartographic Text; however it is not as easy or as accurate. 

Fig. 8 Current natural infrastructure in Leicester 
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Priority Areas and Drivers 

This chapter describes a wide range of datasets that can be used to explore the different priority areas 

and drivers for protecting and enhancing natural infrastructure across the urban area.  It is divided 

into four categories; social, cultural, environmental and economic. 

Social 

General health – these maps show the distribution of 

population that has either good or bad health, by Census 

Output Area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

General 
health 

General 
Health 

2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Census 
Output Area 

Census 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

Unemployment – this map shows the percentage of 

people between the ages of 16 and 74 that are 

unemployed, byCensus Output Area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Unemployment Economic 
Activity 

2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Census Output 
Area 

Census 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

Crime – this map shows the proportion and number of 

different crime types that were carried out across the 

urban area between January and October 2015.  The units 

are wards. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Crime Crime 
Records by 
LSOA 
N.b. Contains 
coordinates 

UK Police Open data via 
DATA.POLICE.
UK 

Ward Ward 2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV. 
UK 

  

Fig. 10 Unemployment trends in Leicester 

Fig. 9 Distribution of population with bad 
health in Manchester 

Fig. 11 Crime type and numbers across 
Manchester 
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Air quality management – this map highlights the presence 

and distribution of Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) 

across the city. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Air Quality 
Management 
Areas 

UK AQMAs 
January 2016 

Defra UK-AIR Open data via 
UK-AIR 
website 

 

 

 

 

 

Flood risk management – this map shows the presence of 

flood risk management areas, such as Critical Drainage 

Areas or flooding hotspots.  Many cities do not have these 

official flood management areas. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Critical 
Drainage 
Areas 

Local dataset – 
may not exist for 
all urban areas 

Local 
Authority 

Dependent 
on local 
circumstances 

Flood hot 
spots 

Local dataset – 
may not exist for 
all urban areas 

Local 
Authority 

Dependent 
on local 
circumstances 

Other flood 
management 
areas 

Enquire with local 
points of contact 

- - 

 

 

 

Cultural 

Landscape character areas – this map shows the different 

landscape character areas (Joint Character Areas) present 

across the city, as defined by Natural England. 

Dataset 
Type 

Name Owner/Source Access 

Landscape 
character 

National 
Character Areas 

Natural 
England 

Open data via 
NE GIS 
datasets web 
page 

 

  

Fig. 13 Flood management areas in Leicester 

Fig. 12 Air Quality Management Areas in 
Manchester 

Fig. 14 National Character Areas in Leicester 
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Heritage sites – this map shows any areas in the city that 

are designated for their heritage value. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

World 
heritage sites 

World 
Heritage Sites 

Historic 
England 

Open data via 
Historic 
England GIS 
web page 

Heritage 
coasts 

Heritage 
Coasts 

Natural 
England 

Open data via 
NE GIS 
datasets web 
page 

Scheduled 
monuments 

Scheduled 
monuments 

Historic 
England 

Open data via 
Historic 
England GIS 
web page 

 

 

Popular natural visitor attractions – this map shows the 

highest ranking natural visitor attractions, as published 

on Trip Advisor.  Unfortunately, the data is not available 

to download therefore it must be entered manually; 

hence it has not been carried out for some of the larger 

urban catchments. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Natural 
visitor 
attractions 

- Trip Advisor - 
manually 
located and 
digitised 

- 

 

 

 

Environmental 

Pollution incidents – this map shows ‘significant’ or 

‘major’ pollution incidents that have occurred in the 

study area over the last decade and their degree of 

impact on water. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Pollution 
incidents 

NIRS 
Environmental 
Pollution 
Incidents 

Environment 
Agency 

Available via 
CaBA Data 
Package v1 

 

 

Point sources and water quality designations – this map 

Fig. 16 High ranking natural tourist attractions in 
Leicester 

Fig. 15 Heritage sites in the TEP focus area 

Fig. 17 Pollution incidents and their impact on 
water in Manchester 
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shows the range of different point sources that are present across the urban catchment, as well as any 

water quality designated areas. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Sewage Treatment 
Works 

Consented Discharges (Outlet type = 
Sewage – water company) 

Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Domestic sewage 
discharge 

Consented Discharges (Outlet type = 
Sewage – not water company and DSI 
type = Domestic Property) 

Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Industrial discharge Consented Discharges (Outlet type = 
Trade) 

Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Other consented 
discharges 

Consented Discharges (select other 
categories) 

Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Potential road 
runoff 

- Manually located and 
digitised (primary 
river-road 
intersections) 

- 

Potential septic 
tank 

- Manually located and 
digitised (properties 
that are far from the 
sewer network and 
consented 
discharges) 

Accuracy is dependent on 
sewer network dataset 
availability and local knowledge 

Source Protection 
Zone 

Source Protection Zones Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Nitrate Vulnerable 
Zone 

Nitrate Vulnerable Zones Defra MAGIC Open data via MAGIC website 

Drinking Water 
Protected Area 

Drinking Water Protected Area Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

 

Abstractions – this map shows the location, type and size of 

water abstractions across the urban area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Abstraction 
licenses 

Water 
Abstractions 

Environment 
Agency 

Available via 
CaBA Data 
Package v2 

 

 

 

 

WFD status – these maps show the 2013 Water Framework 

Directive status for a number of different variables, 

including fish, invertebrates, diatoms, phosphate and 

temperature. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

WFD river 
waterbody 
status 

River 
Waterbody 
Status 2014 
Cycle 1 

Environment 
Agency 

Available via 
CaBA Data 
Package v2 

Fig. 18 Abstraction types and quantities across 
the TEP focus area 

Fig. 19 Overall 2014 WFD river waterbody status 
for Leicester 
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Groundwater status – these maps show the groundwater 

quantity and quality status according to the 2013 Water 

Framework Directive data. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

WFD 
groundwater 
status 

Groundwater 
Status 2013 
Cycle 1 

Environment 
Agency 

Available via 
CaBA Data 
Package v1 

 

 

 

 

Designated sites for wildlife – this map shows the different designated sites for wildlife across the 

city, including Local and National Nature Reserves, Local/County Wildlife Sites, SSSIs, SPAs, SACs, 

Ramsar Sites and green belts. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Local Nature 
Reserve 

Local Nature Reserve Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

National Nature 
Reserve 

National Nature Reserve Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Local Wildlife Site Local datasets – may not exist for all 
urban areas 
Alternatives – County Wildlife Sites, 
Sites of Biological Importance 

Local Records Centre 
or Local Authority 

Dependent on local 
circumstances 

SSSI Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
Condition Units 

Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

SPA Special Protection Areas Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

SAC Special Areas of Conservation Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Ramsar site Ramsar sites Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Green belt Green Belt Boundaries Department for 
Communities and 
Local Government 

Open data via DATA.GOV.UK 

 

Carbon storage – this map shows the main habitat types and features that store carbon in the area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Wetland Priority Habitats Inventory (selected) Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Woodland National Forest Inventory Forestry Commission Open data via FC GIS datasets 
web page 

Grassland/scrub MasterMap (desgroup = Natural 
Environment and desterm = Scrub or 
Grassland) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Other natural 
surface 

MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and make = Natural) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Domestic garden  MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and desterm = Multi Surface) 
N.b. These are not necessarily natural 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Fig. 20 Overall 2014 WFD groundwater quantity 
status for Manchester 
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Economic 

Industry type – these maps show the number of people 

that work in different types of industry for each Census 

Output Area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Industry type Industry 2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Census 
Output Area 

Census 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

 

Tourist industry – this map shows the number of people 

employed in the tourism industry for each Census Output 

Area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Tourism 
industry 

Industry 
(selected) 

2011 UK 
Census 

Open data via 
Nomis Web 

Census 
Output Area 

Census 
Output Areas 
2011 
Boundaries 

Office for 
National 
Statistics 

Open data via 
DATA.GOV.UK 

 

 

  

Fig. 21 Employment in the health and social care 
industry in Leicester 

Fig. 22 Employment in the tourism industry for 
the Thames Estuary study area 
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Baseline Benefits of Natural Infrastructure 

This chapter explains how to carry out the baseline benefits assessment of natural infrastructure 

across the urban area.  These include variables such as air quality, flood risk mitigation, habitat 

provision and property value. 

The first step is to establish what type of spatial units will be used for the analysis, e.g. wards or LSOAs.  

These should be small enough to capture as much local variation as possible in order to target 

interventions more accurately, yet not so small that the units are too numerous making the results too 

difficult to visualise and compare.  Twelve indicator metrics are calculated for each of the spatial units 

and the results are used to produce a ‘benefit wheel’ graphic for each.  The graphic allows for quick 

and easy comparison of a wide range of variables, enabling the user to identify areas of need. 

The figure below is an excerpt from a LAP project document, outlining the twelve indicators used in 

the analysis.  

 

 

 

  

Fig. 23 Excerpt from a Local Action Project document describing the 12 indicators 
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Social 

Metric 1 – Access to natural space - % of residential houses that are 600m from accessible natural 

green space of >1ha in size or 600m from accessible blue space or 600m from a rural public right of 

way and an extra point if there is >1ha of natural space per 1000 people.   

N.b. if it is not possible to access adequate natural space data; investigate alternative data sources for 

this indicator. For example, a modified indicator was used for TEP (incorporating the GiGL Access to 

Public Open Space and Nature by Ward) due to inaccessible green space data. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Accessible Local 
Wildlife Sites 

Local datasets – may not exist for all 
urban areas 
Alternatives – County Wildlife Sites, 
Sites of Biological Importance 
N.b. Local knowledge needed to 
determine accessibility 

Local Records Centre 
or Local Authority 

Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Common land Conclusive Registered Common Land Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Country parks Country Parks Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Open access land CROW Access Combined Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Doorstep greens Doorstep Greens Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Forestry 
Commission 
Walkers Welcome 
woodland 

Walkers Welcome Forestry Commission Available upon request from 
the owner 

Local Authority 
PPG17 datasets 

Local datasets – May include amenity 
greenspace, outdoor sports areas 
(natural), allotments, cemeteries, 
CYPS (natural) 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Local Nature 
Reserves 

Local Nature Reserve Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Millennium greens Millennium Greens Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Accessible National 
Nature Reserves 

National Nature Reserve (selected) 
N.b. Local knowledge needed to 
determine accessibility 

Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Village greens Village Greens Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Accessible 
woodland 

Woods for People – Accessible 
Woodlands 

The Woodland Trust Available upon request from 
owner, with some usage 
constraints 

Rivers Detailed River Network CEH Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Lakes MasterMap (desgroup = Inland 
Water) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Paths MasterMap (desgroup = Path) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Public Rights of 
Way 

Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas. 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Roads MasterMap (desgroup = Road Or 
Track) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Population Population density 2011 UK Census Open data via Nomis Web 
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Process: 

- Identify accessible natural spaces, including rivers, lakes and rural footpaths, as well as urban 

green spaces.  Accessible rivers are identified as those that have a footpath or public right of 

way adjacent to them (parallel), not where a path only crosses a river at a single point. 

Accessible natural rural areas are identified as large, natural land parcels (>5000m²) with 

intersecting public rights of way. 

- Identify access routes, including roads, paths, pavements and public rights of way. 

- Carry out a cost distance analysis to identify access routes of 600m in length from accessible 

natural space.  Then, identify residential houses that intersect these areas. 

- Calculate the percentage of residential houses in each unit that have access (i.e. that intersect 

the 600m access routes) and score these from 1 to 4, using a quantile classification. 

N.b. 1 = low percentage with access and 4 = high percentage with access. 

- Next, identify whether there is 1 ha of natural space per 1000 people in each unit and score 

these 1 or 0 depending on whether they meet the criteria (N.b. 1 = yes and 0 = no).  In order to 

do this you will need to identify the population count for each unit, which you can do using 

census data. 

- Finally, combine the scores to complete the metric. 

Supporting maps – ‘Accessible natural space’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

 

  

Fig. 25 Accessible natural space in Manchester 

Fig. 24 Metric 1 scores for Manchester 
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Metric 2 – Air quality - Mean concentration of PM2.5. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

PM2.5 
concentration 

PM2.5 2016 Estimated Background 
Air Pollution Maps (base year 2011) 
N.b. Total annual mean  
concentrations based on 1 km x 1 km 
grid squares 

Defra UK-AIR Open data via UK-AIR website 

 

Process: 

- Convert the air quality point data to a raster dataset using interpolated values. 

- Calculate the mean concentration of PM2.5 for each unit and score these 1 to 5 (using a 

quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = low air quality (high PM2.5 values) and 5 = high air quality (low PM2.5 values) 

Supporting maps – ‘Mean PM2.5’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 27 Estimated mean PM2.5 values for 2016 across the TEP focus area 

Fig. 26 Metric 2 scores for the TEP 
focus area 
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Metric 3 – Flood risk from rivers and sea – Number of properties that are in 1 in 100 year flood 

zones (rivers and sea). 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Risk of Flooding 
from Rivers and 
Sea 

Risk of Flooding from Rivers and Sea Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v2 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

 

Process: 

- Identify the number of buildings that are in 1 in 100 year flood zones (rivers and sea) for each 

unit and then score these 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = high number of buildings and 5 = low number of buildings 

Supporting maps – ‘Flood zones’, ‘Properties at risk of flooding from rivers and sea density map’ and 

‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 30 Flood zones from rivers and sea in Leicester 

Fig. 29 Density of properties at risk of flooding from rivers 
and sea in Leicester 

Fig. 28 Metric 3 scores for Leicester 
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Metric 4 – Flood risk from surface water - Number of properties that are in 1 in 100 year flood 

zones (surface water). 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Updated Surface 
Water Flood Map 

Updated Flood Map for Surface 
Water – Basic Package 

Environment Agency Available from EA DataShare 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

 

Process: 

- Identify the number of buildings that are in 1 in 100 year flood zones (surface water) for each 

unit and then score these 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = high number of buildings and 5 = low number of buildings 

Supporting maps – ‘Flood zones’, ‘Properties at risk of flooding from surface water density map’ (can 

distinguish between residential and commercial) and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 32 Flood zones from surface water in Manchester 

Fig. 31 Density of commercial properties at risk of surface 
water flooding in Manchester 

Fig. 33 Metric 4 scores for Manchester 
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Cultural 

Metric 5 – Nature photo hotspots – Number of nature-tagged photos. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Flickr nature-
tagged photos 

- Flickr Open data via Flickr API 
N.b. nature-related tags 
entered here (max. 20) 

 

Process: 

- Obtain nature-tagged photo coordinates via the Flcikr API and plot them in GIS. 

N.b. you can only download 500 photos at a time, so acquire as many as you feel is appropriate 

for your study area and in the time that you have available. 

- Identify the number of nature-tagged photos in each unit and then score these 1 to 5 (using a 

quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = low number of photos and 5 = high number of photos 

Supporting maps – ‘Nature-tagged photo locations’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 35 Estimated mean PM2.5 values for 2016 across the TEP 
focus area 

Fig. 34 Metric 2 scores for the TEP 
focus area 
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Metric 6 – Cultural activity facilities – Number of allotments per 1000 people, combined with area 

of playing fields per 1000 people, and number of outdoor sports clubs per 1000 people. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Allotments Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Playing fields Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Outdoor sports 
clubs 

AddressBase (selected addresses) 
or 
Sports clubs (manually located and 
plotted) 

Ordnance Survey 
 
Sports Clubs Directory 

Commercial 
 
Postcodes available from 
Sports Clubs Directory website 

Population Population density 2011 UK Census Open data via Nomis Web 
*An alternative method for identifying this feature is to use MasterMap Cartographic Text; however it is not as easy or as accurate. 

 

Process: 

- Calculate the number of allotments per 1000 people for each unit and then score these 1 to 5 

(using a quantile classification). 

- Calculate the area of playing fields per 1000 people for each unit and then score these 1 to 5 

(using a quantile classification). 

- Calculate the number of outdoor sports clubs per 1000 people for each unit and then score 

these 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification). 

- Finally, divide the sum of these scores by 3 and then re-score these 1 to 5 (using a quantile 

classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = low amount of facilities and 5 = high amount of facilities 

Supporting maps – ‘Cultural activity facility locations’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 36 Metric 6 scores for Manchester Fig. 37 Cultural activity facilities in Manchester 
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Environmental 

Metric 7 – Water quality – Number of urban-caused ‘Reasons for Not Achieving Good Status’. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Reasons for Not 
Achieving Good 
Status 

RBMP2 RNAG Water Body Data 
Dec2015 

Environment Agency Available from EA DataShare 

River waterbody 
catchments 

WFD River Waterbody Catchments 
Cycle 2 

Environment Agency Open data via DATA.GOV.UK 

 

Process: 

- Identify the number of urban-caused RNAGs for each waterbody and score these 1 to 5 

according to their range. 

N.b. 1 = high number of RNAGs and 5 = low number of RNAGs 

- Calculate the percentage coverage of each waterbody for each unit. 

- Calculate a proportionate score for each unit, according to the coverage of intersecting 

waterbodies.  For example, if a unit comprises of two waterbodies, each covering 50% of the 

area, then its score will be calculated as the sum of 50% of each of the waterbody’s scores.  

Score these values 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b.  Cycle 2 RNAG data excludes many coastal waterbodies, making this analysis inaccurate for 

coastal towns and cities.  Instead, cycle 1 RFF data (pre 2015) can be used to avoid this issue – it is less 

up-to-date but more complete. 

Supporting maps – ‘Number of urban-caused RNAGs’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 39 Number of urban-caused Reasons for Not Achieving 
Good Status in Leicester 

Fig. 38 Metric 7 scores for Leicester 
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Metric 8 – Water low flows – Water resource availability status. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Water resource 
availability 

Water Resource Availability and 
Reliability 

Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v2 

 

Process: 

- Identify the water resource availability value for each waterbody and score these 1 to 5 

according to the national range.  That is, ‘at least 95%’ = 5 points and ‘less than 30%’ = 1 point.  

N.b. This is the only metric that is scored according to a national scale. 

- Calculate the percentage coverage of each waterbody for each unit. 

- Calculate a proportionate score for each unit, according to the coverage of intersecting 

waterbodies.  Re-score these so that they reflect the original scale for the final metric. 

N.b.  Like the RNAG data cycle 2 water resource availability data excludes many coastal waterbodies, 

making this analysis inaccurate for coastal towns and cities.  Instead, cycle 1 water reliability data (pre 

2015) can be used to avoid this issue – it is less up-to-date but more complete. 

Supporting maps – ‘Water reliability status’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

 

  

Fig. 41 Water resource availability across the TEP focus area 

Fig. 40 Metric 8 scores for the TEP 
focus area 
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Metric 9 – Priority habitats – Percentage area of priority habitats. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Priority Habitats 
Inventory 

Priority Habitats Inventory Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

 

Process: 

- Calculate the area of habitat for each unit and then score these 1 to 5 (using a quantile 

classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = low percentage area of habitat and 5 = high percentage area of habitat 

Supporting maps – ‘Priority habitats’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

  

Fig. 42 Metric 9 scores for Manchester 

Fig. 43 Priority habitats in Manchester 
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Metric 10 – Climate regulation – Average surface temperature  

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Land surface 
temperature 

Landsat 8 TIRS United States 
Geological Survey 

Open data via the USGS Earth 
Explorer website 

 

Process: 

- Calculate the mean temperature value (relative to study area) for each unit and then score 

these 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = lower temperature and 5 = higher temperature 

Supporting maps – ‘Surface temperature’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

  

Fig. 45 Relative surface temperature across the Leicester study area 

Fig. 44 Metric 10 scores for Leicester 
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Economic 

Metric 11 – Surface water flood damage cost – Average estimated cost of flood damages (from 

surface water) 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Updated Surface 
Water Flood Map 

Updated Flood Map for Surface 
Water – Basic Package 

Environment Agency Available from EA DataShare 

Residential 
properties 

AddressBase (residential addresses 
selected) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial 

Commercial 
properties 

AddressBase (commercial addresses 
selected) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) 
N.b. Use if AddressBase unavailable 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Agricultural land 
classification 

Agricultural Land Classification Natural England Open data via NE GIS datasets 
web page 

Estimated flood 
damage values 

System Asset Management Plans – 
Benefits Manual (NaFRA) 

Environment Agency May be available upon request 

 

Process:  

- Identify residential and commercial properties that are in flood zones and assign the 

appropriate flood probability class to each (i.e. ‘High’, ‘Medium’, ‘Low’). 

N.b. If residential and commercial property data is unavailable then approximate this 

information by examining the buildings from MasterMap and selecting only those that are 

above or below a specific size threshold.  For example, the average house size in the UK is 

~76m² (ref – shrinkthatfootprint.com). 

- Use the look-up tables in the Environment Agency’s System Asset Management Plans – 

Benefits Manual (NaFRA) to identify the appropriate estimated annual damage value for each 

property, according to their type and flood probability. 

- N.b. This approach has a number of limitations, including the fact that the intended use of the 

NaFRA damage calculations is for fluvial or coastal flooding, not surface water.  The method is 

also compromised by the lack of access to specific datasets,  including basement property data 

(available through the commercial OS AddressBase Premium dataset and the EA’s National 

Receptor database) and a high-resolution, surface water flood probability dataset, such as the 

NaFRA ‘Impact Cells’ for fluvial and coastal flooding. 

- Identify agricultural land that is in flood risk areas and assign the appropriate flood probability 

classes and agricultural grades to the different portions of this land. 

- Use the NaFRA table to calculate the estimated flood damage cost for each unit, according to 

the area, flood probability and grade of agricultural land. 

- Calculate the total estimated flood damage cost for each unit by combining the sums of the 

commercial and residential property damage with the agricultural land damage values. 

- Finally, score these sum values 1 to 5 (using a quantile classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = high damage values and 5 = low damage values 
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Supporting maps – ‘Residential properties at risk of surface water flooding’, ‘Commercial properties at 

risk of surface water flooding’, ‘Surface water flood damage (zoomed)’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

 

 

          

 

  

Fig. 46 Residential properties at risk of surface water 
flooding in the TEP focus area 

Fig. 47 Commercial properties at risk of surface water 
flooding in the TEP focus area 

 

Fig. 48 Properties at risk of surface water flooding (zoomed) in the 
TEP focus area 

Fig. 49 Metric 11 scores for the TEP focus 
area 
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Metric 12 – Property value – Mean price paid for a terraced house in 2014 and 2015 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

House prices Price Paid Data (terraced house in 
2014 and 2015 selected) 

Land Registry Open data via DATA.GOV.UK 

 

Process: 

- Convert the house price point data to a raster dataset using interpolated values. 

- Calculate the mean price paid for each unit and then score these 1 to 5 (using a quantile 

classification) for the final metric. 

N.b. 1 = low price paid and 5 = high price paid 

Supporting maps – ‘Mean house price paid’ and ‘Metric scores’ (see below) 

  

Fig. 50 Mean price paid for a terraced house in 2014 and 2015 
for the TEP focus area 

Fig. 51 Metric 12 scores for the TEP focus area 
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Benefits wheels 

Process: 

- Combine the 12 indicator scores for all the spatial units and export the data into an Excel 

spreadsheet. 

N.b. Units are rows and indicators are columns 

- Use an Excel-based template (Nightingale Rose diagram) to produce the wheel graphics by 

pasting the values for each unit into the input table one at a time and exporting the resulting 

graphic. 

- N.b. You can access Nightingale Rose diagram templates via the internet.  Once you have 

downloaded a suitable template you can modify the style by editing the VBA script in Excel or 

by adding additional shapes and text using alternative software, such as PowerPoint or 

Publisher. 

  

Fig. 52 Benefits assessment wheels shown for part of the TEP focus area 

Fig. 53 Example benefits wheel graphic 
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Opportunity and Feasibility for Interventions 

This chapter describes how to identify opportunity or feasibility areas for interventions.  The fine-scale 

feasibility analysis is best carried out at a local scale; therefore you should use the results of the 

benefits assessment to identify a target area for analysis, e.g. a ward or a selection of LSOAs.  After 

carrying out the feasibility assessments, the results are used to produce intervention scenarios. 

City scale 

Parks under pressure – these maps show how many people live within a ten minutes’ walk from a 

park (>1ha in size) and the size and number of parks available to them.  This gives an indication of the 

pressure that each park endures. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Public parks Local dataset – may not exist for all urban 
areas* 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

Residential 
properties 

AddressBase (residential addresses selected).  
Or use method described on p.28 

Ordnance Survey Commercial 

*An alternative method for identifying this feature is to use MasterMap Cartographic Text; however it is not as easy or as accurate. 

 

Process: 

- Identify parks that are greater than 1ha in size and buffer them by 600m (~10 minute walk). 

- Calculate the total number of residential properties that fall within each park buffer. 

- Then, identify residential properties that fall within multiple park buffers (intersections) and 

calculate how many parks each property has access to. 

- For each intersection, calculate an adjusted ‘residential access’ value according to the number 

of parks in the area.  For example, if 50 residential properties are <600m from 2 different 

parks, then it is assumed that each household visits each park an equal number of times, thus 

each park is scored 25 for those properties. 

- Calculate the total number of residential properties with access to each park by combining the 

sum of ‘single park’ properties with the adjusted ‘multiple park’ property values. 

- Convert the property sum values to population estimates by multiplying the property sums by 

2.3 (the average number of people per household in the UK 2011 census). 

- Finally, calculate both the population density (number of people per hectare of park) and the 

area of park per 1000 people. 

Fig. 54 Area of park per 1000 people in Leicester Fig. 55 Number of people per hectare of park in 
Leicester 
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Target area scale 

Hydrological connectivity – this map highlights the modelled accumulation stores and pathways of 

water across the urban landscape, which can be used to identify areas for sustainable drainage 

interventions, such as wetland creation or swales. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Digital Terrain 
Model 

LIDAR Composite Digital Terrain 
Model (DTM) - 2m 

Environment Agency Available from EA DataShare 

Scimap Network 
Index output 

- Produced from DTM 
using Scimap 

Scimap freely available to 
download from Scimap website 

 

Process: 

- Raise the buildings in the Digital Terrain Model in order to prevent the modelled flow paths 

from crossing them. 

- Run Scimap with the digital terrain data and export the network index output. 

- Modify the symbology of the network index data in order to highlight areas with the highest 

degree of water accumulation. 

- Finally, identify areas of the urban landscape that show potential for sustainable drainage 

interventions, such as areas of natural environment that are highly hydrologically connected. 

 

  

Fig. 57 Hydrological connectivity in a target area in Manchester 

Fig. 56 Hydrological connectivity in a target area in 
Manchester (zoomed) 
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Water butts – this map highlights potential opportunities for water butts across the target area. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Residential 
properties 

AddressBase (residential addresses 
selected) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial 

Commercial 
properties 

AddressBase (commercial addresses 
selected) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) 
N.b. Use if residential and 
commercial property data 
unavailable 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

 

Process: 

- Identify all residential and commercial properties within the target area and record the number 

of each in order to calculate potential tank storage amounts. 

 

  

Fig. 58 Water butt opportunities in a target area in Manchester 
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Green roofs – this map highlights potential opportunities for green roofs across the target area, by 

identifying large buildings (>200m²) that have flat roofs (<7º). 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Digital Surface 
Model 

LIDAR Composite Digital Terrain 
Model (DSM) - 2m 

Environment Agency Available from EA DataShare 

 

Process: 

- Firstly, identify large buildings (>200m²) and then create a slope raster from the Digital Surface 

Model. 

- Calculate the mean slope for each building polygon, then select those that have a mean value 

of less than 7º. 

 

  

Fig. 59 Green roof opportunities for a target area in Manchester 
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Street trees – this map highlights potential opportunities for street trees across the target area, by 

identifying wide pavements or roadsides (>2.5m) that are at least 4m away from the buildings and do 

not contain existing street trees (if data is available). 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Roads MasterMap (desgroup = Road Or 
Track) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Roadsides MasterMap (desgroup = Roadside) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Buildings MasterMap (desgroup = Building) Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Street trees Local dataset – may not exist for all 
urban areas 

Local Authority Dependent on local 
circumstances 

 

Process: 

- Firstly, identify stretches of roadsides that are >2.5m in width.  You can do this by buffering the 

roads by 2.5m and using this to erase narrow roadsides from the roadsides polygon.  Any 

roadside fragments that are left after the erase are indicative of wide roadsides; use these to 

select the wide roadside stretches (by buffering then clipping). 

- Exclude roadsides that are <4m from buildings. 

- You could also exclude the smallest roadside polygons (e.g.<40m²) in order to focus on larger 

stretches of roadsides for street tree provision. 

- If existing street tree data is available, exclude these areas from the roadside opportunity 

layer. 

Fig. 60 Street tree opportunities for a target area in Manchester 
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Front gardens – this map highlights the presence of front gardens across the target area and thus 

identifies areas that should be protected from development into parking spaces, for example.   

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Domestic gardens MasterMap (desgroup = General 
Surface and desterm = Multi Surface) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

Roads MasterMap (desgroup = Road Or 
Track) 

Ordnance Survey Commercial – some NGOs have 
access via EA DataShare 

 

Process: 

- Front gardens can be identified by selecting all gardens that are adjacent to roads. 

 

  

Fig. 61 Front gardens in a target area in Manchester 
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River restoration – this map highlights potential opportunities for river restoration across the target 

area, by identifying culverted river channels and barriers to fish migration. 

Dataset Type Name Owner/Source Access 

Rivers Detailed River Network CEH Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

Barriers to fish 
migration 

Potential Hydropower Sites Environment Agency Available via CaBA Data 
Package v1 

 

Process: 

- Select culverts from the Detailed River Network using ‘river type’ information stored in the 

attribute table. 

- Highlight barriers to fish migration, which are included in the ‘Potential Hydropower Sites’ 

dataset. 

  

Fig. 62 Opportunities for river restoration in a target area in Manchester 
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Interventions scenarios 

Process: 

- For each of the feasibility assessments, record the key statistics that describe the potential for 

implementing each intervention, e.g. number and area of green roofs, number of barriers (see 

below for example). 

 

City Target area Area SuDS Water butts Green roofs Street trees River 

restoration 

 

Leicester Lower 

Willowbrook 

7.8 km² 338,267 m² Residential: 

20,262 

Commercial: 

1,502 

167 roofs 

124,839 m² 

323,565 m² Barriers: 2 

Culverts: 5 

(573m)  

 

 

- Use these figures to estimate the potential benefits that could be realised from different 

intervention scenarios.  Use local knowledge and current research to calculate the following facts 

and figures: 

 SuDS opportunities (i.e. highly hydrologically connected natural land) – area of land presents 

an opportunity for SuDS (e.g. swale or roadside buffer), amount of water stored or intercepted, 

number of properties with reduced surface water flood risk and cost of interventions and 

maintenance. 

 Water butts – number of residential and commercial properties in the area, amount of water 

that could be stored with different uptake rates (using appropriate tank sizes), amount of run-

off reduced during high rainfall event (if auto-release tanks used), number of properties with 

reduced surface water flood risk and cost of tanks. 

 Green roofs – number and area of potential green roofs, amount of water stored or 

intercepted, amount of run-off reduced, number of properties with reduced surface water flood 

risk, temperature reduction, increase in aesthetic value, increase in habitat provision and cost 

of implementation and maintenance. 

 Street trees – number of trees that could be planted, average amount of water stored and 

intercepted, total amount of run-off reduced, number of properties with reduced surface water 

flood risk, temperature reduction, noise reduction, increase in aesthetic value, increase in 

habitat provision and cost of tree planting and maintenance. 

 River restoration – number of barriers to fish migration that could be removed, increase in 

number of fish that could successfully migrate upstream, length of culverted river that could be 

improved, increase in habitat quality and provision, and cost of interventions. 

 Gardens – number of front gardens that are vulnerable to parking space conversion. 
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Useful Websites 

Environment Agency Partner Data Catalogue - http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/partners/ 

N.b. The EA Geostore service was used for the LAP mapping, however, this service has now migrated to 

the EA Partner Data Catalogue.  It is assumed that all datasets used are available from this new 

service. 

Flickr photo search API - https://www.flickr.com/services/api/explore/flickr.photos.search 

Forestry Commission data download - http://www.forestry.gov.uk/datadownload 

Historic England GIS data download -  https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/data-downloads/ 

Nomis Web - https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/ 

Natural England GIS Digital Boundary Datasets - 

http://www.gis.naturalengland.org.uk/pubs/gis/GIS_register.asp 

OS OpenData Supply - https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html 

Scimap download web page - http://www.scimap.org.uk/2013/03/march-2013-version-of-scimap-for-

saga-gis/ 

UK Police data download - https://data.police.uk/data/ 

USGS Earth Explorer - http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/ 

 

http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/partners/
https://www.flickr.com/services/api/explore/flickr.photos.search
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/datadownload
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/data-downloads/
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/
http://www.gis.naturalengland.org.uk/pubs/gis/GIS_register.asp
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.html
http://www.scimap.org.uk/2013/03/march-2013-version-of-scimap-for-saga-gis/
http://www.scimap.org.uk/2013/03/march-2013-version-of-scimap-for-saga-gis/
https://data.police.uk/data/
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/

